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An analysis is presented of data on students’ problem-solving performance on similar problems
posed in diverse representations. Five years of classroom data on 400 students collected in a
second-semester algebra-based general physics course are presented. Two very similar Newton’s
third-law questions, one posed in a verbal representation and one in a diagrammatic representation
using vector diagrams, were given to students at the beginning of the course. The proportion of
correct responses on the verbal question was consistently higher than on the diagrammatic question,
and the pattern of incorrect responses on the two questions also differed consistently. Two additional
four-question quizzes were given to students during the semester; each quiz had four very similar
questions posed in the four representations: verbal, diagrammatic, mathematical/symbolic, and
graphical. In general, the error rates for the four representations were very similar, but there was
substantial evidence that females had a slightly higher error rate on the graphical questions relative
to the other representations, whereas the evidence for male students was more ambiguous. There
also was evidence that females had higher error rates on circuit-diagram problems in comparison
with males, although both males and females had received identical instruction. ©2005 American

Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper reports on the initial phase of an investigat
into the role of diverse representations in the learning
physics concepts. The goal is to explore the relation betw
the form of representation of complex concepts, and s
dents’ ability to learn these concepts. Much previous
search has shown that the use of multiple forms of repre
tation in teaching concepts in physics has great poten
benefit, and yet poses significant challenges to students
instructors.1,2 Facility in the use of more than one represe
tation deepens a student’s understanding, but specific le
ing difficulties arise in the use of diverse represen
tions.3

By representation I mean any of the widely diverse for
in which physical concepts may be understood and com
nicated. In Appendix A I show an example of the use of fo
representations for what is essentially the same problem.
representations are referred to here as verbal (V), diagram-
matic (D), mathematical/symbolic (M ), and graphical (G),
corresponding to questions 1–4, respectively.4 Although
these questions are nearly identical and illustrate four dif
ent ways of representing the same concept, to an introd
tory student they might appear very different. It often is a
sumed by instructors that a representation which they
especially clear and comprehensible~for example, a graph!
also will be especially clear for the average student. Rese
and experience shows that this assumption often is
correct,3 but relatively little work has been devoted to testi
it systematically. In this paper I will discuss a variety
methods of investigating how specific representations m
463 Am. J. Phys.73 ~5!, May 2005 http://aapt.org/ajp
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be related to student thinking, and I will analyze classro
data to generate some preliminary hypotheses regarding
relation.

II. THE ROLE OF MULTIPLE REPRESENTATIONS
IN STUDENT LEARNING OF PHYSICS

A. Outline of previous research

There is no purely abstract understanding of a phys
concept—it is always expressed in some form of represe
tion. Physical scientists employ a variety of representati
as a means for understanding and working with physical s
tems and processes.5–9 In many recently developed curricula
materials in physics1,2,10–16and chemistry,17 there has been
much attention to presenting concepts with a diversity
representations. Van Heuvelen was one of the earliest to
phasize the potential benefits of this instructional strategy
physics.1 Numerous physics educators have stressed the
portance of students developing an ability to translate am
different forms of representation of concepts,1,3,18–22and re-
searchers in other fields have stressed similar themes.23–27

Moreover, it has been pointed out that thorough understa
ing of a particular concept mayrequire an ability to recog-
nize and manipulate that concept in a variety
representations.2,3

It is well established that specific learning difficulties m
arise with instructional use of diverse representations.3 Stu-
dent difficulties in mastering physics concepts using grap
cal representations have been studied in considerable d
and specificity for topics in kinematics.18,28–30These studies
and other related work in mathematics education31 have de-
lineated several broad categories of conceptual difficul
with graphs. Conceptual difficulties related to diagramma
463© 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers
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representations of electric circuits and fields have b
addressed,32 as have those in optics.33 Difficulties arising
from linguistic ambiguities~verbal representation! also have
been explored.34 Specific representational difficulties i
chemistry education, largely parallel to similar issues
physics education, also have been investigated.35,36

B. Research issues related to multiple representations

Beyond the investigations in the literature cited, there
few available research results that focus on problems
arise in the learning of physics concepts with multiple for
of representation. As McDermott has emphasized, there
need to identify the specific difficulties students have w
various representations.3 I suggest that additional insigh
might result from investigations that explicitly compa
learning in more than one form of representation. Althoug
number of recent investigations in science education
other fields have focused on broader issues involved in
dent learning with diverse representations,37,38there seems to
have been relatively little effort to compare representati
in terms of their pedagogical effectiveness in particu
contexts.39

A closely related issue is that of students’ relative perf
mance on similar problems that make use of different rep
sentational forms.21,26,29,40,41In this regard, Kozma42 and
Kozma and Russell26 have reported on the relative degree
difficulty encountered by novice students presented wit
chemistry problem posed in various representations. Am
physics and chemistry educators, there has been specul
regarding the role that students’ individual learning sty
might play,43 and the possible relevance of gend
differences35,40 and spatial ability.44

The present investigation focuses on specific issues ari
when multiple representations are utilized in undergradu
physics instruction. Ultimately, the issues we plan to inv
tigate include the following:

~1! What subject-specific learning difficulties can be iden
fied with various forms of representation of particul
concepts in the introductory physics curriculum?

~2! What generalizations might be possible regarding
relative degree of difficulty of various representations
learning particular concepts? That is, given an aver
class engaging in a typical sequence of instructional
tivities, do some forms of commonly used represen
tions engender a disproportionately large number
learning difficulties?

~3! Do individual students perform consistently well
poorly with particular forms of representation wit
widely varying types of subject matter?

~4! Are there any consistent correlations between stude
relative performance on questions posed in different r
resentations and parameters such as major, gender,
and learning style?

Preliminary results regarding these issues will be p
sented in this paper. The analysis and discussion are bas
five years of classroom data, generated during the in
stages of an investigation into these issues. Ultimately,
goal is to investigate the relative effectiveness of vario
representations in learning; however, the initial data d
cussed in this paper will focus on student performance.
though these objectives are presumably closely related
464 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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must be kept in mind that they are not identical, and that
connection between the two in the context of multiple rep
sentations must be explicitly investigated.

III. COMPARISON OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE:
VERBAL VERSUS DIAGRAMMATIC VERSION
OF NEWTON’S THIRD-LAW QUESTION

A. Description of questions

Two very similar questions related to Newton’s third la
were used to probe possible differences in students’ inter
tation of and performance on questions posed in differ
representational formats. The two questions are shown
Fig. 1~a!; they were part of an 11-item quiz on gravitatio
and they are numbered here according to their position
the original quiz. Question 1 is posed in a verbal (V) repre-
sentation. Question 8 is posed in a diagrammatic (D) repre-
sentation, making use of vector diagrams.

The quiz containing these questions was administered
the second day of class in a second-semester, algebra-b
general physics course at Iowa State University. This q
was administered in courses offered during five consecu
years, 1998–2002, during the fall semester. All students
completed the equivalent of a one-semester course focu
on mechanics, and had previous instruction related to N
ton’s laws with vector representations. Most took a tra
tional first-semester course.

The quiz did not count for a grade; students were told t
it was given to help assess their level of preparation on top
that would be needed in subsequent class discussions. I
refer to this quiz as the gravitation pretest, because a sec
version of the same quiz was administered to the stud
after instruction had taken place.

B. Results

The responses to the gravitation pretest are shown in T
I.45 Responses varied from year to year, with the percent
of correct responses ranging from 10% to 23% on questio
~overall average: 16% correct,N5408! and 6% to 12% on
question 8~overall average: 9% correct!. This low proportion
of correct responses to a Newton’s third-law question is c
sistent with previous research on traditional courses reg
ing students’ belief that unequal masses in an interacting
exert forces of unequal magnitude. It is related to a gen
view referred to as the ‘‘dominance principle.’’46 There are
two interesting and consistent discrepancies between the
sponses to the two questions: the significantly lower corre
response rate on the diagrammatic question~p50.03 accord-
ing to a two-samplet-test!, and the far greater popularity o
this question of a response that could be interpreted a
‘‘larger mass exerts a smaller force’’ conception~response A
on question 8, responses D and E on question 1!.

The first row of Table II shows the ratio of the number
correct responses on question 8 to that on question 1.
particularly striking that although the proportion of corre
responses~response C on both questions! varied substantially
from year to year, the ratio of correct responses on one q
tion relative to the other in a particular year is nearly co
stant. The range is 0.45–0.60~the overall average is 0.53!, a
33% variation that contrasts with the more than 200% ye
to-year variation in the correct-response rate itself. Th
464David E. Meltzer



Fig. 1. Questions on the gravitation quiz:~a! gravitation pretest questions 1~verbal representation! and 8 ~diagrammatic representation!; ~b! gravitation
posttest question 1. The posttest version of question 8 was unchanged from the pretest.
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questions also were given once~in spring 2000! in the
second-semester calculus-based general physics course
though the correct-response rate was far higher on both q
tions in this course~62% onV, 38% onD), the ratio of the
correct responses onD compared toV was consistent with
the results from the algebra-based course~see the final col-
umn of Table II!.

The proportion of students giving the response cor
sponding to ‘‘larger mass exerts a smaller force’’~response
A! on theD question also is consistently far higher than
the V question, as shown by the second row in Table
Overall, this response accounted for only 5% of all respon
to theV question, but 41% of those to theD question. On the
gravitation pretest, those who correctly answered C on thV
question were divided on their responses to theD question:
41% answered it correctly~response C!, but nearly all others
gave either response A~larger mass exerts a smaller force! or
B ~larger mass exerts a larger force!, in almost equal num-
bers. This equally divided response pattern paralleled the
465 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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havior of the majority who had answered theV question
incorrectly. Of all incorrect responses on theD question,
45% were A and 53% were B.

A posttest version of the gravitation quiz was administe
approximately one week after the pretest. The posttest
sion of question 1 is shown in Fig. 1~b!; question 8 was
unchanged from the pretest. The posttest was a graded
The instruction that occurred between the pre- and postt
was based on interactive-engagement methods16 and was
used to lead in to a discussion of electrical forces and fie

The overall error rate on the posttest~N5400! dropped to
6% on V ~range: 5%–8%!, but only to 20% onD ~range:
14%–25%!. Even after substantial improvement in the ove
all correct-response rate, the significantly higher error rate
the D question persisted. Again, the errors on theD version
of the question were split between the ‘‘larger mass exer
smaller force’’ response A~25% of incorrect responses! and
the more popular ‘‘larger mass exerts a larger force’’
sponse B~75% of incorrect responses!. This preference for B
465David E. Meltzer
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contrasted with the much more even split observed on
pretest.47 A large majority~81%! of the incorrect response
on theV posttest question were for response E, correspo
ing to the smaller mass exerting the smaller force. Theref
among students who responded incorrectly, the prefere
for a response consistent with the dominance princ
~larger mass exerts a larger force! was unchanged from th
pretest.

In 2002, a pair of questions nearly identical to question
and 8 in Fig. 1 was placed on the final exam of the cou
~see Fig. 2!. These questions48 changed the context to elec
trostatics, one of the major topics covered in the course.
the D question, students were required to explain their
swer. The error rate on these questions was 9% onV and
14% onD (N570). Again the errors onD were split almost
evenly between responses A and B. Most of the written
planations for these incorrect responses were clearly con

Table I. Responses to questions 1 and 8 on the gravitation pretest
question 1, ‘‘larger’’ refers to responses A and B, ‘‘the same’’ refers
response C, and ‘‘smaller’’ refers to responses D and E. An asterisk~* !
denotes the correct answer. The rate of correct responses fluctuates s
cantly from year to year, but the ratio of correct responses~on question 1
versus question 8! is nearly constant.

Table II. Comparison of responses on gravitation pretest: diagrammaticD,
question 8! versus verbal (V, question 1!. First row: ratio of number of
correct~C! responses onD to number of correct~C! responses onV; fluc-
tuations are in a relatively narrow range. Second row: ratio of numbe
‘‘smaller than’’ ~A! responses onD to number of ‘‘smaller than’’~D and E!
responses onV; ratios are much greater than one, implying a consist
response discrepancy. Data for algebra-based second-semester genera
ics course~1998–2002! are shown. The final column shows data for
calculus-based second-semester general physics course~spring 2000!, which
are in good agreement with those for the algebra-based course.

Ratio of 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

Calculus-based
course~2000!

N5240

correct onD/
correct onV 0.45 0.60 0.59 0.50 0.50 0.61

‘‘smaller’’ on D/
‘‘smaller’’ on V 8 8 11 5 18 26
466 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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tent with a belief that the larger-magnitude charge exerts
greater-magnitude force, including 80% of the explanatio
given by those who had chosen response A for this quest
that is, the diagram consistent with the smaller force be
exerted by the larger charge. An example of an explana
given to justify choice A is that ‘‘Opposite charges attract
Since q1 is the greater charge it will exert a greater force.’’

This explanation is consistent with the hypothesis that
large proportion of responses observed for the A opt
~smaller mass exerts a larger force! on question 8 of the
gravitation quiz was due to students’ confusion abo
whether the arrow in such diagrams represents the force
ertedon or the force exertedby the object.

There also were several students who gave a correc
sponse on theV question, but an incorrect response on theD
question, and whose explanations were consistent with
dominance principle. This pattern is consistent with the o
servation that almost 60% of those who gave the corr
response to theV question on the gravitation pretest fro
1998 to 2002 did not correctly answer theD question, but
instead gave an A or B response consistent either with
dominance principle or its opposite.

In 2002, 64% of the students who made errors on eit
the gravitation posttest or the final exam questions m
representation-related errors on one or the other, but no
both tests. A representation-related error refers either t
correct answer on only one of the two (D andV) questions
in the pair, or incorrect but inconsistent answers on b
questions, such as B on 1 and A on 8. This observation
consistent with results regarding the consistency of stude
responses, as will be discussed further in Sec. IV.

IV. MULTI-REPRESENTATIONAL QUIZZES:
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES ON DIVERSE
REPRESENTATIONS

A. Background

Two additional quizzes were designed to incorporate qu
tions posed in the four representations described in the In
duction.~Note that in this context, ‘‘graphical’’ refers to ba
charts and not to line graphs.!

The first quiz~Appendix A, Coulomb quiz! required stu-
dents to find the magnitude of the electrostatic force betw
two interacting charges, given the initial force and the init
and final separation distances. This quiz was administe
midsemester and counted toward students’ grades. The
ond quiz~Appendix B, circuits quiz! involved a comparison
of two different two-resistor direct-current circuits, one s
ries and one parallel. The two circuits utilize batteries of t
same voltage, but the individual resistances are differ
Students were required to determine whether the cur
through a specified resistor in the parallel circuit is grea
than, equal to, or less than the current flowing through
specified resistor in the series circuit. This quiz also w
administered midsemester, during 1998–2002.

The intention was to make the four questions on each q
as nearly equal in difficulty to each other as possible. F
example, the separation ratios in the Coulomb quiz~larger
separation distance divided by smaller separation dista!
are all small integers~2, 4, and 5!, and all five answer op-
tions correspond to the same set of choices, that is, the f
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Fig. 2. Electrostatic version of Newton’s third-law questions; administered as part of 2002 final exam.
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increases or decreases by a factor equal to the separ
ratio or the separation ratio squared, or no change. It is
portant to emphasize that by the time these quizzes w
administered, the students had had extensive exposure to
practice with various questions and problems utilizing
four representations on many quizzes, exams, and home
assignments.

B. Common errors on Coulomb quiz and circuits quiz

On the Coulomb quiz, the most common error by far w
the assumption that the electrical force was proportiona
1/r , instead of 1/r 2. This error corresponded to the respon
sequence B, B, D, D on questions 1–4, respectively. T
proportion of all incorrect responses represented by this e
was 74%, 62%, 51%, and 50%, respectively. Very few of
incorrect responses corresponded to the ‘‘no change’’ ans
with the exception of question 2. On this question~the D
version!, the ‘‘no change’’ response C represented 16% of
incorrect responses. Interview data and informal discuss
with students indicated that they sometimes overlooked
467 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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fact that in this question, the separation between the cha
has been changed in the diagram on the right.

In 2001 non-multiple-choice variants of theD and M
questions on the Coulomb quiz were given as part o
follow-up quiz ~see Fig. 3!. On this quiz, students were re
quired to explain their answers to theD question. The nearly
identical error rates on these questions~28% and 25% onD
andM , respectively, disregarding explanations;N575) were
approximately double those on the earlier multiple-cho
quiz ~15% and 13%, respectively!. The ‘‘1/r ’’ error contin-
ued to represent the majority of incorrect responses, wh
was consistent with students’ written explanations and a
braic work. The proportion of incorrect responses rep
sented by this error on the follow-up quiz~76% for D, 58%
for M ) was comparable to that observed on the initial quiz
2001 ~64% for D, and 80% forM ).

It appeared that many students who had not made ther
error on the original quiz did make this error on th
follow-up quiz on one or another of the two questions. The
was no clear pattern which would suggest that their error w
due specifically to the form of representation. The numbe
467David E. Meltzer



in 200
Fig. 3. Non-multiple-choice versions of diagrammatic and mathematical questions on the Coulomb quiz, administered as part of a follow-up quiz1;
numbered according to their position on the quiz.
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students who switched from correct onD ~on the initial quiz!
to incorrect~on the follow-up quiz! was exactly the same a
the number who switched from correct to incorrect onM ,
and the proportion who moved in the other direction—fro
incorrect to correct—was almost identical in the two rep
sentations. Of the students who made errors on the follow
quiz, only 28% made consistent errors on bothD and M
questions~for example, making the 1/r error on both!, while
most ~62%! made errors on only one of the two questions

On the circuits quiz~Appendix B!, the most common in-
correct response corresponded to greater current flow
through the resistor in the series circuit~it has the smaller of
the two resistances in three of the four questions!, instead of
the one in the parallel circuit. The proportion of all incorre
responses represented by this error was 88%, 89%, 79%
67%, respectively, on questions 1–4. The ‘‘equal curren
response~response B in all cases! represented 8%–15% o
the incorrect responses on questions 1–3, but 30% on q
tion 4. This difference might be due to the fact that in co
trast to questions 1–3, the parallel and series resistors w
currents are being compared in question 4 are shown to b
equal resistance~instead of the parallel resistance bei
greater!. This response pattern might imply the existence o
nonrepresentational artifact in the data.

The diagrams, algebraic work, and other notations writ
on students’ papers were scrutinized carefully to ascer
why some students made an error on one or two questi
and yet did not do so on other questions on the same q
No pattern could be determined—the errors appear to o
almost randomly. This finding was consistent with obser
tions made of students’ work on all instruments employed
this study. In a further attempt to probe for any possi
representation-related learning difficulties, students’
sponses to the quiz questions were subjected to conside
additional statistical analysis as will be described in the f
lowing.
468 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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C. Error rates

One question of interest is whether, on average, stud
find particular representations more difficult than others. T
error rates for each question on the Coulomb and circ
quizzes are shown in Table III. There were no blank
sponses. ‘‘Any Error’’ refers to students who made errors
one or more of the questions on a given quiz, with the f
lowing exception: Students who gave four incorrect answ
that were clearly consistent with each other were not coun
in the ‘‘Any Error’’ statistic. Such a set of responses was,
instance, B, B, D, D on the Coulomb quiz, because each
these corresponded to an answer that assumedF}1/r ~in-
stead ofF}1/r 2). Such a set of consistent responses gives
evidence of any confusion related strictly to the represen
tion.

The error rates are low; 31% is the highest rate obser
on any of the quiz questions in any one year, and the y
to-year fluctuations are substantial. The error rates on
circuits quiz are much higher than those on the Coulo
quiz. However, the mean error rates of different represe
tions on the same quiz differed only slightly. Moreover, t
relative ranking of the four representations with respect
error rate varied from year to year, and varied between
two quizzes in the same year. No one representation yie
the highest error rate consistently for all five years on eit
quiz.

Statistical comparisons were made between represe
tions using a paired two-samplet-test49 in which the error
rates on, for instance, theV question on the Coulomb qui
were compared to those for theD question on the same quiz
for the sample of five pairs of error rates, one pair for ea
year. Of the 12 possible comparisons, that is,V versusD, V
versusM , V versusG, D versusM , D versusG, and M
versusG ~all six on each quiz!, only one difference between
468David E. Meltzer
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Table III. Error rates on multi-representational quizzes, in percent; the proportion of all students giving
rect responses to each of four quiz questions. ‘‘Verbal’’ corresponds to question 1 on both Coulomb qu
circuits quiz; ‘‘Diagrammatic’’ corresponds to question 2, Coulomb quiz and question 3, circuits quiz; ‘‘M
ematical’’ corresponds to question 3, Coulomb quiz and question 2, circuits quiz; ‘‘Graphical’’ correspon
question 4 on both Coulomb quiz and circuits quiz. ‘‘Any Error’’ corresponds to students who made an er
one or more of the quiz items, not including students who gave four incorrect responses that were
consistent with each other~see text!. Error rates in the ‘‘Average’’ row were calculated from cumulated to
errors~1998–2002! divided by the 5-year total number of students.

All
students N Verbal Diagrammatic Mathematical Graphical Any Error

Coulomb
quiz

1998 71 4 7 10 14 24
1999 91 11 15 18 21 30
2000 79 14 11 10 11 24
2001 75 12 15 13 23 35
2002 67 15 16 24 19 33

Average 11 13 15 18 29

1998 68 24 18 28 31 49
1999 88 22 18 22 31 53

Circuits 2000 68 15 19 15 18 31
quiz 2001 75 19 24 24 24 48

2002 63 22 13 13 19 32
Average 20 19 20 25 43
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the means was statistically significant at thep50.05 level
according to a two-tailed test. This difference was on
Coulomb quiz,D versusG (p50.03).

The discrepancy that appears to be most consistent is
between the error rates onG and those onV, D, andM . The
overall error rates onG, on both quizzes, are 5% higher tha
the combinedV-D-M mean error rates on the respecti
quiz, while the differences among the mean error rates onV,
D, and M are all <4%. This will be discussed further in
Sec. V below.

D. Confidence levels

I attempted to assess students’ confidence in their us
the various representations. Each question had an e
credit option that allowed students with high confidence
the correctness of their response to gain additional points
a correct answer~see Appendices A and B!. If this option is
chosen, a correct answer is credited with 3.0 points instea
the 2.5 points it would be worth normally. However, there
a substantial penalty for an incorrect response. Instead o
incorrect answer being worth zero points, it is worth21.0
points; that is, a deduction is taken from the student’s to
hys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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score. I analyzed students’ responses on the extra-credi
tion to gauge their confidence with the various represen
tions.

Students who gave a correct response but did not cho
the extra-credit option are defined as giving a ‘‘low
confidence correct’’ response. This response suggests tha
though the student is able to find a correct answer, they l
full confidence in the correctness of their response. In Ta
IV, low-confidence correct responses are tabulated for e
question on each quiz.

On both quizzes, the proportion of low-confidence corr
responses on theV question is lower than that on the thre
other questions on the same quiz. The differences are
large, and so I tested the significance of the differences
tween low-confidence correct response rates on theV ques-
tions and those on theD, M , andG questions by employing
a pairedt-test. Each sample consisted of the five pairs~one
for each year! of the error rates on theV question, and either
the D, M , and G question, respectively, for a total of si
comparisons~three for each quiz!. The difference between
the means was found significant at thep<0.01 level~one-
tailed test! for the V-D and V-G comparison on the Cou
lomb quiz, andp<0.05 for theV-M and V-G comparison
but not

l

Table IV. Correct but low-confidence responses: the proportion of students giving correct response
choosing extra-credit option.

1998–2002 Verbal Diagrammatic Mathematical Graphica

Coulomb
quiz

Number correct 340 333 326 315
Low-confidence correct 17% 24% 22% 24%

Circuits Number correct 289 295 288 272
quiz Low-confidence correct 33% 37% 41% 45%
469David E. Meltzer
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Table V. Consistency of responses: the students who took both quizzes and made one, two, or three e
at least one quiz. A ‘‘repeat’’ error refers to an error on both quizzes for questions in a particular fo
representation; ‘‘<50% repeat errors’’ indicates that half or fewer of all incorrectly used representations~com-
bined for both quizzes! were part of a repeat-error pair~see text!. ~Students who gave four incorrect bu
consistent responses on a single quiz as defined in the text were not counted as having made any error
quiz for the purposes of this tabulation.!

N

Errors on one
quiz only

~no repeat errors!

Errors on both
quizzes but

no repeat errors

Errors on both
quizzes, but

<50% repeat errors

Errors on both
quizzes,

.50% repeat errors

2000 23 78% 9% 9% 4%
2001 44 73% 7% 14% 7%
2002 26 77% 12% 8% 4%
in

t
on

o
-
s

er-
the
01,
oth
one

evi-
e a
on the circuits quiz. Corresponding values for the remain
comparisons werep50.10 (V-M on the Coulomb quiz!, and
p50.12 (V-D on the circuits quiz!. These results sugges
that students had slightly greater confidence when resp
ing correctly to questions posed in theV ~‘‘words only’’ !
representation on these two quizzes. In comparison, am
students respondingincorrectly, lower-than-average confi
dence was associated withD andM responses on the circuit
quiz.
hys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
g

d-

ng

E. Consistency of students’ error

To explore whether a given student consistently made
rors with the same form of representation, a subset of
data was examined in more detail. For the years 2000, 20
and 2002, a tabulation was made of students who took b
quizzes and made one, two, or three errors on at least
quiz. When students made four errors, there is no direct
dence as to whether they have—or have not—mad
representation-related error~in contrast to a physics error!.
Table VI. ~a! Error rates on multi-representational quizzes, in percent; male students only.~b! Error rates on
multi-representational quizzes, in percent; female students only.

N Verbal Diagrammatic Mathematical Graphical Any Error

~a!

Males

Coulomb
quiz

1998 27 7 7 7 11 26
1999 36 6 11 11 11 14
2000 32 13 16 9 13 22
2001 30 10 10 10 10 31
2002 30 17 10 30 20 30

Average 10 11 14 13 24

Circuits
quiz

1998 27 26 11 33 33 52
1999 35 9 14 14 29 49
2000 29 14 14 14 21 31
2001 28 18 21 21 14 43
2002 28 14 11 14 11 29

Average 16 14 19 22 41

~b!

Females

Coulomb
quiz

1998 44 2 7 11 16 23
1999 55 15 18 22 27 40
2000 47 15 9 11 11 26
2001 45 13 18 16 31 38
2002 37 14 22 19 19 35

Average 12 14 16 21 32

Circuits
quiz

1998 41 22 22 24 29 46
1999 53 30 21 26 32 57
2000 39 15 23 15 15 31
2001 47 19 26 26 30 51
2002 35 29 14 11 26 34

Average 23 21 21 27 45
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Therefore, students who made four errors on either quiz~a
very small proportion of students overall! are not counted in
this tabulation. In contrast, students who gave four incorr
but consistent responses on a particular quiz were
counted as having made any errors on that quiz for the
poses of this analysis. These data are shown in Table V
‘‘repeat’’ error refers to an error on both quizzes for que
tions in a particular representation. If students made error
V, D, andM on one quiz andD, M , andG on the other,
50% of their errors~two @D,M # out of four@V,D,M ,G#) are
considered to be repeats. The statement ‘‘<50% repeat er-
rors’’ in Table V indicates that half or fewer of all incorrectl
used representations were part of a repeat-error pair.

The results of the three years are very consistent: m
students made errors on one quiz only. Of those who m
errors on both quizzes, most did not repeat the same e
That is, they did not make two errors using the same rep
sentation. If they did repeat an error, half or fewer of th
representation errors were repeated. These data do not
port the hypothesis that students tend to err consistentl
one or another representation.

V. GENDER-RELATED DIFFERENCES

In Table VI, error rate data are shown for male, Table
~a!, and female, Table VI~b!, students. This breakdown a
lows us to test for possible gender-related differences.
see that the mean error rates~average values, all years com
bined! for the female students are higher than those of
males, on all questions on both quizzes. In most cases
male-female difference is relatively small. To gauge the s
tistical significance of the differences, a pairedt-test was
carried out separately for each question on each quiz, w
each sample consisted of five pairs of values~male error rate,
female error rate!, one pair for each year.49 This test also was
done for the ‘‘Any Error’’ rate. Of these ten cases, the on
difference in the mean error rate significant at thep50.05
level with a two-tailed test was theD question on the circuits
quiz ~male: 14%, female: 21%,p50.008). Due to the low
statistical power of a test with a sample of only five pai
and in view of the consistency of the observed male–fem
error rate difference, it may be more appropriate to usep
<0.10 criterion and apply a one-tailed test. Two additio
cases met that criterion: Coulomb quiz,G question~male:
13%, female: 21%,p50.08), and Coulomb quiz, any erro
~male: 24%, female: 32%,p50.09).

A noticeable contrast between the Table VI and Table
data is that the difference among the male students betw
the G error rate on the Coulomb quiz~13%! and the mean
combinedV-D-M error rate on the same quiz~12%! is much
smaller than the corresponding difference in the ‘‘all s
dents’’ sample~Table III!. In contrast, a sizeable differenc
still exists for the female students (G: 21%;V-D-M : 14%!.
This observation suggests that the larger error rate onG
~relative toV-D-M ) in Table III is primarily due to the fe-
male students. It is not as clear whether this pattern may
true for the circuits quiz as well, for here a discrepancy
still present for males (G: 22%, V-D-M : 16%!, as well as
for females (G: 27%,V-D-M : 22%!.

To examine this question more closely, I did three sta
tical tests. To probe the statistical significance of the ob
471 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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vation that theG error rates are higher thanV, D, or M error
rates on the same quiz during the same year, I employe
Wilcoxon sign rank test.50 This is a nonparametric test tha
does not depend on the shape of the distribution of sam
values, and thus is less sensitive to deviations from norma
in the data sample. In this test I considered all pairwise co
parisons between theG error rate and theV, D, andM error
rates, respectively, on a given quiz for a given year. T
procedure yielded 15 comparisons on each quiz~three for
each year!, both for males and females. For instance,
male students on the Coulomb quiz, theG-V, G-D, and
G-M pairs for 2000 were~0.13, 0.13!, ~0.13, 0.16!, and
~0.13, 0.09!. For female students during the same year,
pairs were~0.11, 0.15!, ~0.11, 0.09!, and ~0.11, 0.11!. The
four samples and their resultingp values~for a two-tailed
test! are Coulomb-male, p.0.10; Coulomb-female,
p,0.01; Circuits-male, p.0.10; and Circuits-female
p,0.02; each sample consisted of 15 pairs of values. Th
results suggest that the error rates for females might
higher onG questions than onV-D-M questions.

A paired two-samplet-test was used to make a full set o
12 interrepresentation comparisons, separately for males
females. There were six on each quiz, that is,V versusD, V
versusM , V versusG, D versusM , D versusG, and M
versusG. Each sample consisted of five pairs of values, o
for each year. No interrepresentation differences were fo
to be significant at thep50.05 level using a two-tailed tes
Several comparisons were significant at thep<0.10 level
using a one-tailed test; allp values corresponding to th
one-tailed test are shown in Table VII.

Table VII. p values for statistical tests~one-tailed test! of the significance of
differences between mean error rates on questions from the same quiz
in different representations. The pairedt-test and the test for correlate
proportions are described in the text. Thesep values represent the probabi
ity that differences in mean error rates equal to or larger than those act
observed~but with the same sign! would occur in an ensemble of paire
random samples of the same size, drawn from an infinitely large popula
in which the true difference in mean error rates is zero.

Coulomb quiz Circuits quiz

Paired
t-test

Correlated
proportions

Paired
t-test

Correlated
proportions

Females

G versusV 0.04 0.001 0.12 ¯

G versusD 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.05
G versusM 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.07
V versusD 0.15 ¯ 0.34 ¯

V versusM 0.08 0.08 0.29 ¯

D versusM 0.26 ¯ 0.42 ¯

Males

G versusV 0.04 0.23 0.14 ¯

G versusD 0.20 ¯ 0.12 ¯

G versusM 0.40 ¯ 0.31 ¯

V versusD 0.43 ¯ 0.32 ¯

V versusM 0.17 ¯ 0.04 0.18
D versusM 0.29 ¯ 0.15 ¯
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To examine these possibly significant comparisons m
closely, a test for the difference between correlated prop
tions was applied.51 With this method a test statisticz is
calculated by comparing, for instance, the number of s
dents~all five years! who were correct on theG question but
incorrect on theV question (CGV) to those who were incor
rect on theG question but correct on theV question (CVG).
After applying a continuity correction,52 we havez5(uCGV

2CVGu21)/(CGV1CVG)0.5. The calculatedp values result-
ing from this statistic are shown in Table VII for those pa
that met thep<0.10 criterion on thet-test.

Even with this wealth of statistical data, the conclusio
remain ambiguous. However, the various results support
hypothesis that there is a discrepancy between the male
female students regarding the relative error rates onG ques-
tions in comparison toV-D-M questions, at least on th
Coulomb quiz. On this quiz, the female students did m
poorly onG questions in comparison toV-D-M questions,
whereas the male students did not, or at least not as m
There also was support~noted above! for the hypothesis tha
female students perform more poorly on the diagramm
question on the circuits quiz, in comparison to male stude
Because the male and female students in this study rece
identical instruction, these results are potentially significa

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Newton’s third-law questions

The analysis of the gravitation quiz data leaves no do
that there is a systematic discrepancy among students in
sample between their interpretation of the verbal and d
grammatic versions of the Newton’s third-law question. A
though the correct-response rate on the pretest version o
two questions varied substantially from year to year, the r
of correct responses on the diagrammatic version was n
greater than 60% of that on the verbal version. A substan
majority ~59%! of students who correctly answered the ve
bal version gave an incorrect response on the diagramm
version. In the latter context they were influenced by
dominance principle that had not, apparently, determi
their response to the verbal version. Written explanations
the electrostatic version of these questions on the 2002
exam are consistent with this interpretation, although they
not directly support it.53 ~It is notable, however, that of th
students who correctly answered the diagrammatic versio
this question on the pretest, only 23% gave an incorrect
sponse to the verbal version on the same test.!

Over the five years of this study, 59% of students w
answered the Newton’s third-law pretest question with a c
rect ‘‘equal-force’’ response on the verbal representat
gave an ‘‘unequal-force’’ response on the diagrammatic r
resentation. Yet the total number of such students is r
tively small in comparison to the size of the full sample sin
only 16% of all students gave a correct response on the
bal pretest question. This discrepancy in response rates d
onstrates how sharply divergent students’ responses ma
in different contexts54—even when the context is merely
different representation accompanied by slightly differe
wording.55 However, this particular divergence is not repr
sentative of a large fraction of the student population.
contrast, the error corresponding to the ‘‘larger mass exer
472 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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larger~smaller! force’’ response~described below! is one that
characterizes a sizeable fraction—perhaps more tha
third—of this population.

It was observed that response A on the diagrammatic q
tion 8 of the gravitation quiz—what we call an ‘‘antidom
nance principle’’ response~larger mass exerts a smalle
force!—represents more than 40% of responses to this q
tion, while the corresponding D and E responses on the
bal question 1 represent only 5% of all responses to
question. The implication is that many students have an
correct understanding of vector arrow conventions, that
the arrow whose tail is attached to an object represents
force that is exerted on that object, not by it. This implicati
is strongly supported by the written explanations offered
students on the 2002 final exam questions.56

These observations are intriguing and important, and
leave unanswered questions. What is still unclear is the
cise nature of students’ thinking that leads some to ans
that the gravitational forces exerted by the sun and earth
each other are of equal magnitude, and yet moments late
select a vector diagram in which the interaction forces
earth and moon are clearly not the same. Similarly, the
tails of students’ thinking regarding the representation
forces exerted on or by an object are not well understood
is possible that confusion related to the specific words
phrases used in the gravitation questions has contribute
the differences observed in students’ responses, indepen
of confusion introduced by the diagrammatic representat
Our experience suggests that extensive interviewing will
required to clarify these matters.

B. Multi-representational quizzes

The mean error rates on the Coulomb and circuits quiz
were consistently low~below 30% on each question!, and
year-to-year variations were high~up to 400%!. These facts
imply that statistical conclusions from this data set will ha
limited reliability. In particular, it would not be reasonable
generalize conclusions from these data to problem set
significantly greater difficulty without further investigation
Most students in this data sample did not make errors on
test questions; therefore, one could argue that the interre
sentational competence of a substantial fraction of the po
lation sample was not directly probed by these instrume
More difficult test questions~including non-multiple-choice
items! that could probe a larger fraction of the populatio
sample might yield conclusions that are different than, a
even contradictory to, those discussed here.

Most students in this sample did not show a pattern
consistent representation-related errors on the mu
representational quizzes. The specific physics errors mad
students were quite consistent; as discussed in Sec. I
large proportion of incorrect responses were concentrate
just one conceptual error on each quiz. However, the typ
student made errors on only one or two questions~or none!,
and gave correct answers on the other questions. They
cally did not make an error with the same representation
both quizzes, and this pattern of no repeat errors was con
tent with results on the Newton’s third-law questions d
cussed in Sec. III. The precise trigger that led a studen
make a ‘‘standard’’ physics error when using one particu
representation on a particular quiz—and not with any ot
472David E. Meltzer
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representations, nor on a follow-up quiz—is unclear, and
peared to be almost random, both for individual students
for the students as a whole. On the Coulomb question
2001, for example, the number of students getting aD ques-
tion incorrect later in the semester~after they had already
answered it correctly earlier in the semester! was exactly
matched by the number of students displaying the same
tern with theM questions.~See Sec. IV B!.

There is evidence for slightly higher confidence rates
the verbal questions. This finding might surprise some,
cause many physics instructors would find the verbal vers
of the quiz questions to be awkward to interpret and analy
in comparison to theD, M , andG versions based on ver
familiar and long practiced representations. This result s
gests that the instructor’s view of the ease or difficulty o
particular representation in a particular context mig
not match the views of a large proportion of students. T
results of previous investigations regarding student und
standing of kinematics diagrams18,28–30 are consistent with
this inference.

C. Gender differences

On the multi-representational quizzes, there is evide
that student performance on theG questions was slightly
inferior to that on theV, D, andM questions. However, this
evidence is strong only for female students on the Coulo
quiz. The poorer performance onG questions might be as
cribed to less familiarity and practice with this represen
tion. However, the instruction for both females and ma
was identical, and the relatively poorer performance by
males on theG questions, at least on the Coulomb qu
suggests a genuine performance discrepancy between
genders in the larger population. Whether this discrepa
may be due to different degrees of previous experience w
G representations or some other cause is a matter for sp
lation. Similarly, the substantial evidence for poorer perf
mance by females on the circuit-diagram question (D ques-
tion; female error rate521%; male error rate514%) cannot
be explained based on available information. The sligh
higher error rates by females overall, in comparison to ma
are not statistically significant for the most part.57

VII. CONCLUSION

We can summarize the results of this investigation as
lows: ~1! Some students did give inconsistent answers to
same question when it was asked using different represe
tions; however, there was no clear evidence of a consis
pattern of representation-related errors among individual
dents.~2! Specific difficulties were noted when using vect
representations in the context of Newton’s third law. Ma
students apparently lacked an understanding of how to
vector arrows to distinguish forces actingon an object from
forces exertedby that object. An apparently different diffi
culty was reflected by a smaller, though still substant
number of students who gave a correct ‘‘equal-force’’ answ
to a verbal question but an incorrect ‘‘unequal-force’’ answ
to a very similar question using vector diagrams.~3! There
473 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 5, May 2005
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was substantial evidence that females had a slightly hig
error rate on graphical~bar chart! questions in comparison to
verbal, diagrammatic, and mathematical questions, whe
the evidence for male students was more ambiguous.~4!
Some evidence of possible gender-related differences
identified. Specifically, a possible difficulty related to elect
circuit diagrams has been identified for females in comp
son to males.

Although the observed error rate differences among
different representations were quite small or statistically
significant in general, this result was in the context of
course that emphasized the use of multiple representation
all class activities. In addition, the overall error rates we
quite low and suggest that the questions were too simpl
probe possible representation-related difficulties among
majority of the students. What results might be found
students in a more traditional course which focuses on m
ematical representations is an open question, as is the q
tion of what results might be observed if significantly mo
challenging problems were posed.

However, this preliminary investigation has yielded
least one dramatic example of how student performance
very similar physics problems posed in different represen
tions might yield strikingly different results~gravitation quiz,
questions 1 and 8!.58 This ‘‘existence proof’’ serves as a cau
tion that potential interrepresentational discrepancies in
dent performance must be carefully considered in the de
and analysis of classroom exams and diagnostic test ins
ments.~This idea is already implicit in the work of man
other authors cited in this paper.! For instance, if students ar
observed to make errors on Coulomb’s law questions usin
vector representation, representational confusion would
signaled by correct answers on closely related concep
questions using other representations.

The evidence provided here for possible gender-rela
discrepancies in interrepresentational performance sugg
that substantial additional investigation of this possibility
warranted, with a view toward possible implementation
appropriately modified instructional strategies. Many una
swered questions regarding the details of students’ reaso
when using diverse representations must await more ex
sive data from interviews and analysis of students’ writt
explanations.
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APPENDIX A

Coulomb quiz. Designations of representations, and correct answers: 1, Verbal, answer: A; 2, Diagrammatic, answ
Mathematical, answer: E; 4, Graphical, answer: E.
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APPENDIX B

Circuits quiz. Designations of representations, and correct answers: 1, Verbal, answer: A; 2, Mathematical, answ
Diagrammatic, answer: A; 4, Graphical, answer: C.
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